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In8Sync Shopify DirectConnect is a fully-featured, out-of-the-box solu-
tion to natively and seamlessly integrate a company’s NetSuite appli-
cations with its Shopify or Shopify Plus e-commerce system. 

With In8Sync, there are no system constraints on the way you do business. Other 
solutions run on an external integration platform, In8Sync Shopify DirectConnect is 
natively built into NetSuite. This offers superior system performance, dramatically 
reduces the time and skill required to manage the system, and saves a lot of money. 

Support for all item types and price levels. Stock levels 
updates. Real-time item/product sync.
 
Search for existing or condtionally filter customers. Bi-
directional customer sync. 
 
Item fulfillment and tracking updates to Shopify.

Bi-directional syncing: real-time, on-demand & scheduled.
No external integration platform means superior 

Two-way, bi-directional syncing 
with the Shopify API

1:1 mapping engine

In8Sync Shopify DirectConnect costs $2,400 per 
year. In8Sync will do the setup for you at $175/hour. 
Setup typcially takes 2-4 hours to complete.

High performance, simple install, minimal management and 
lower cost.
 
Easy to install

24/7 managed support from In8Sync

NetSuite Bundle manages entire 
integraton

Fully configured within NetSuite

 
“In8Sync did our Shopify 
integration. We’re so satisfied, we 
continually hire them for advanced 
NetSuite scripting.” 

In8Sync is a world-class provider of NetSuite solutions. Headquartered in Aspen, 
Colorado, and with locations around the world, In8Sync’s in-house engineers use 
their deep technical expertise to help and provide 24/7 support to clients globally.

888-604-4120

sales@in8sync.com

https://in8sync.com

In8Sync

0133 Prospector Road, Suite 4102G, Aspen, Colorado USA 81611

- Tony Nungaray
  IT Administrator, Workwell 
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